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CHAPTERR EIGHT 

NARRATIVEE 'REALITIES': AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL, ANTHROPOLOGICAL, 

ANDD ETHNOGRAPHIC REFLECTIONS 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva 

Moundss of human heads are wandering into the distance. I dwindle among them. Nobody 
seess me. But in books much loved, and in children's games I shall rise from the dead to say 
thee sun is shining (Osip Mandelstam 1986:350). 

Thee last decade since the mid-1980s, has seen anthropology become more and more associated with 

interdisciplinaryy research in the area of cultural studies involving the concept of culture. As George Marcus 

notes: : 

Thiss arena has largely been shaped within the humanities by developments over the past two 
decadess in literary studies, history, philosophy, and academic feminism. While French 
poststructuralistt theories have been the primary intellectual capital, the example of British 
culturall  studies, an intellectually eclectic critical movement of the 1950s and 1960s, has been 
thee institutional inspiration for the emergence of cultural studies in the United States. In 
Britain,, as in the United States, anthropology, still perhaps identified with the fine-grained, 
merelyy descriptive study of primitive, exotic peoples, had little role to play in the development 
off  cultural studies as an interdisciplinary field (Marcus 1992:vii). 

Ass a researcher involved in the ethnography of political violence, I have found that the combination of cultural 

studies,, anthropology and politics (in their interdisciplinary sense) has had much to offer. Particularly, in order 

too represent politically and globally relevant understandings of the multifaceted realities involved in the 

ethnographyy of political violence. One of the areas of interest to me has been the intertwining of 

autobiographicall  insights with the general analysis (Atkinson 1991:106-110,131-133, Okely and Callaway 

1992).. In my work, I endorse an approach that incorporates autobiographical material in combination with a 

sub-genree of ethnographic writing known as self-reflexive "fieldwork accounts" (Clifford and Marcus 

1986:14,, Crick 1992:175-192). Here, I found that by adopting a poststructuralist stance, and taking on board 

textuall  strategies (Ricoeur 1991) and representations of multivocal realities (Bakhtin 1981, Clifford and 
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Marcuss 1986:15), I could also place myself, a former actor and now author, within the text that I was writing 

andd thereby make the material more interesting and life-like to readers. This text then, is a written product of 

myy experimental research activities (i.e. ethnography of political violence in contemporary Sri Lanka). Paul 

Ricoeurr has this to say about the relation between writing and texts. 

writingg is a realization comparable and parallel to speech, a realization which takes the place 
off  it and, as it were, intercepts it. Hence we could say tint what comes to writing is discourse 
ass intention-to-say and that writing is a direct inscription of this intention, even if, historically 
andd psychologically, writing began with the graphic transcription of the signs of speech. This 
emancipationn of writing, which places the latter at the site of speech, is the birth of text" 
(Ricoeurr 1991:45) 

Autobiographicall  anecdotes used in this text, involve interrogations of my memory, which deal with lived 

experiencesexperiences of a member ox full-participant, rather than of artificial attempts at 'gathering experience' for the 

purposess of research (i.e. in the style of a 'laboratory experiment' in the field). Of course there is a risk of a 

ratherr confessional or navel-gazing stance, however I take this risk, since the researdi coincides with an 

importantt part of my own experience. 

Myy experiential position is a rather unique one, even in the context of the rather complex issues 

surroundingg political violence in Sri Lanka. I am a male of Sinhala ethno-linguistic origin (i.e. majority ethnic 

group),, who belonged to a politico-military organisation that had fraternal links with one of the non-chauvinist 

Tamill  paramilitary groups (i.e. minority ethnic group). I also further benefit, from the experience of exile. 

However,, the insights provided by such an in-between position (near perfect in the context of ethnographic 

research)) in a deeply divided society and ethnographic distance through exile and subsequent return, as an 

insider-outsider,insider-outsider, is not without, its share of problems and constraints. 

Thee first question that is invariably asked of me when I describe my research and my own role in it, is 

whetherr I can maintain sufficient distance (i.e. in order to qualify as a professional ethnographer), given my 

closee association and emotional ties with the subject matter. My answer to this question is that: when I am in 

Srii  Lanka given my past and present associations and involvements, 1 would be hard pressed to be able to 
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distancee myself enough from the nitty-gritty of'day to day activities, let alone find the time to sit and write. 

Therefore,, being in exile has acted as a boon, and has enabled me not only to be able to write but also to reflect 

andd be able to see the big picture (rather than running after events). Furthermore. I argue that all so- called 

scientificc research is of a subjective nature and there is no production of knowledge in an objective vacuum. 

Therefore,, I do not feel hampered by the constraints of having to produce pseudo-objective research. Rather, 

myy close association with the Sri Lankan embroglio and its many tragedies brings about awareness that the 

productionn of knowledge must involve a sincerity of purpose. One that is free from petty political affiliations-

i.e.. if it is to serve any purpose at all for the long-suffering peoples of this deeply divided society. 

However,, solving this first question does not mean that it is plain sailing from thereon. For part of that 

questionn remains unanswered and has to be addressed, if not tackled on a regular basis. What I referto is that 

theree is no escape outlet for me, from the more gory and traumatic side of my research, which returns to haunt 

mee on occasion at night during dream-time as pail of my own post-traumatic stress disorder. Ever since I 

begann my research, a lot of my time has been taken up by various questions pertaining to political violence, 

thatt constantly engage my thoughts. While there is no 'relief as such for me from these issues, it enables me 

howeverr to come to grips with past memories, through rigorous analysis of the subject matter. 

Similarly,, there are other instances where I find that due to my 'closeness' as a former practitioner of 

politicall  violence. I tend to miss out on points, which would be of analytical interest to the 'lay observer*. Part 

off  this is due to my own brutalisation, which makes me either less sensitive or taking for granted that most 

readerss would know about certain information that is Sri Lanka or political violence-centric. Therefore, I have 

too go over my writings in draft forms with other scholars who are quite removed from the Sri Lankan scene, in 

orderr to overcome this deficiency. A problem not easily resolved, which needs constant vigilance on my part. 

Inn this context. I find it helpful to concentrate on writing for a readershp that is uninitiated (in terms of 

knowledge)) about the Sri Lankan embroglio. 
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Onee of the most important advantages of being an insider/practitioner however, is access to lived 

experiences.experiences. Therefore, rather than starting out from a hypothetical guess, when may or may not correspond 

too empirical realities, it is easier to contend with complexities and nuances when conducting research from the 

perspectivee of lived experiences. My involvements with the paramilitaries were out of conviction, rather than 

outt of necessity or professional need (i.e. as a researcher). I have therefore been able to bypass some of the 

problemss that conventional ethnographers have come across in the context of'participantobservation'. James 

Cliffordd notes that: 

"Participantt observation" serves as a shorthand for a continuous tacking between the "inside" 
andd "outside" of events: on the one hand grasping the sense of specific occurrences and 
gesturess emphatically, on the other stepping back to situate these meanings in wider contexts. 
Particularr events thus acquire deeper or more genera! significance, structural rules, and so 
forth.. Understood literally, participant observation is a paradoxical, misleading formula, but it 
mayy be taken seriously if reformulated in hermeneutic terms as a dialectic of 
experience...Experiencee and interpretation have, however, been accorded different emphases 
whenn presented as claims to authority. In recent years there has been a marked shift of 
emphasiss from the former to the latter (Clifford 1988:34). 

II agree with Martyn Hammersley here, that the epistemological assumption underlying "the idea that direct 

experiencee of or closeness to, a phenomenon gives one valid knowledge over it" is unsound (Hammersley 

1992:143).. Not only is all knowledge constructed, each individual's experience (whether practitioner or 

observer)) and understanding of'reality' is not homogenous, which results in multiple understandings, realities 

andd truths. However, as noted by Hammersley, more specific and defensible methodological arguments can be 

made,, in order to "claim that practitioners are best able to understand their activities and situations" (Ibid). 

NameK: : 

1.. Practitioners have access to their own intentions and motives in a way that an observer does not, and so 
havee a deeper understanding of their own behaviour than an outsider could have. 

2.. The practitioner will usually have long-term experience of the setting being studied, and will therefore 
knoww its history at first hand, as well as other information that may be required to understand what is 
goingg on. It would take an outsider a long time to acquire such knowledge indeed this may never be 
possible. . 

33 The practitioner already has relationships with others in the setting and can use these in order to collect 
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furtherr data. Once again, an outsider would need to spend considerable time in the field building up such 
relationships. . 

4.. Because practitioners are key actors in the setting, they are in a position to test theoretical ideas in a way 
thatt a mere observer can never do (Ibid: 144). 

Withh regard to my own rather 'special' case, in a more difficult context of 'fieldwork' experience of political 

violencee during a civil war, 1 find that all these four arguments to be relevant. Especially argument number 

threethree is very important, for it is very difficult for a 'stranger' to get paramilitaries to break the often strict, 

codess of silence which they observe. Shared danger, sacrifice, comradeship, long term association, common 

losss and sorrow, have all enabled me, at one time or another, to traiscend these barriers during personal 

interviews.. 1 will also add to the arguments in favour of practitioner research, the fact that he/she would have a 

greaterr grasp the language (in my case both Sinhala and colloquial 'street' Tamil), and therefore, havegreater 

abilityy to pick up nuances in its usage (e.g. inflections of the voice or specific tones in speech), over an 

'outsider'' (i.e. non-native speaker) who has had to learn the language. There are even more disadvantages 

whenn communication is conducted through an interpreter, where much of the information is filtered or 

colouredd by the interpreter's own perceptions or convictions, which the traditional participant-observer would 

nott be able to pick up. Furthermore, in delicate situations, like those invdved in research on political violence, 

ann interpreter would be more of a liability than an asset. Hammersley also presents countervailing 

disadvantages'' with regard to practitioner field research (Ibid). While this may hold 'true' in certain cases, I 

intendd to argue to the contrary in relation to my perspective presented in this text. 

I.. People can be wrong even about their own intentions and motives; selfknowledge is not immediately 
givenn and therefore valid. Furthermore, people can deceive themselves abouttheir intentions, motives etc. 
Indeed,, they may often have an interest in such self-deception, where an outsider might have less reason to 
preferr one account over another. Also, understanding often requires seeing a phenomenon in its wider 
context,, and this may be particularly difficult for those closely involved in it. It is for this reason that 
ethnographerss stress the importance of maintaining some (at least intellectual) distance from the activities 
theyy observe. 

'' Hammersley asks us to look at Burgess (1980), "fora discussion of some of these problems in the context of 
teachers-as-researchers""  (Hammersley 1992:155). 
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2.. The information that practitioners have about the situations they operate in is a product o f experience 

derivingg from a particular role (or a limited number o f roles) that wil l have given access to some soils o f 

informationn but not to others. In particular, their understanding o f the perspectives o f other categories and 

groupss o f people involved in the setting may be superficial or distorted. Furthermore, the knowledge they 

havee w i l l have been processed implicitly and to a large extent on the basis o f practitioner concerns, and 

mayy involve misconceptions that serve those concerns. A researcher on the other hand, may be able to tap 

aa wider range o f sources o f information and wi l l be able to process that information for the specific 

purposess of that inquiry and (to some extent at least) in an explicit way that allows for checking by others. 

3.. Again, the relationships available to the practitioner wi l l exclude as well as include, and may not include 
whatt is necessary for research purposes. Furthermore, some of those relationships may place constraints 
onn the inquiry (for example on what can be observed, what questions can be asked, what conclusions can 
bee published etc.) that an outside researcher would be able to avoid. 

4.. What is required to test theoretical ideas may well conflict with what is needed for good practice. The 

practitionerr may therefore be faced with a dilemma, and as a result may not be able to test her or his ideas. 

Inn any case, quasi-experimentation is only one possible research strategy, one with characteristic 

disadvantagess (notably potentially high reactivity) as well as advantages (Ibid: 144-145). 

Withh regard to argument number one - as far as my own intentions and convictions are concerned, my 

involvementt wi th paramilitary organisations stems from my desire to see, the establishment o f a 'just1 society 

inn Sri Lanka (i.e. the overthrow of corrupt political regimes which abuse executive, legislative and judicial 

powers).. And towards this end, I invested much time, effort and personal sacrifice, with a view, to help counter 

majoritariann Sinhala-Buddhist chauvinism, and assist the enormous task o f bridging political, ideological and 

culturall gaps, that exist between radical left-wing Tamil paramilitaries and like-minded factions among the 

Sinhalaa community. Latterly, after long experience in the ' f ie ld ' , my main concern has been to come to grips 

withh phenomena o f political violence, in order to understand and thereby, contribute to processes o f 

reconciliationn and reconstruction. In retrospect, I do not think that my intentions have been self-deceptive. 

Politically-speakingg however, they were (init ially) rather naive and idealistic. However, more positively, they 

weree forward-looking and future oriented (i.e. a qualitative shift away from the rhetoric o f 'e thn ic ' stereotypes. 

enemyy imagery and j ingoism, popular at the time in Sri Lanka) -which i.s a much needed perspective in deeply 

dividedd societies. 

Withh regard to the 'maintenance of ethnographic distance', I find that physical distance away from the 
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sitee of my study and experiences (i.e. being in exile in the Netherlands), enabled an intellectual distancing to 

takee place, which has been a very useful method for my writing and analysis. This is applicable especially in 

relationn to the autobiographical material, which at various moments, involved critical interrogations of my 

memory.memory. I think in retrospect, that I would have found it extremely difficult to produce this kind of research 

work,, had I been in Sri Lanka. First and foremost it has to do with existential issues, where survival and the 

preservationn of life has been paramount (in a context where contemporaries in the paramilitary movements 

weree losing their lives with regular monotony). Secondly, I find during my whole experience in the 'field', that 

paramilitaries,, myself included, were running behind events that had already taken place. Some of these events 

weree 'accelerating' in various unforeseen and chaotic directions, whilst others lost their central focus and 

fadedd away, with the advent of 'new' issues and crises. My own spatial perspective and analytical capabilities 

weree devoted, at that moment in time, towards coping with realities of the 'here and now*, and was therefore, 

unablee to visualise and comprehend larger pictures. 

Withh regard to argument number two - I find that through his longwinded and tortuous use of 

language,, Hammersley is rather fetishist towards the researcher's abilities (i.e. "to tap a wider range of sources 

off information and will be able to process that information for the specific purposes of inquiry" Ibid: 145), as s 

opposedd to those of a 'practitioner-researcher'. However in the context of my case, as a 'practitioner-

researcher',, my knowledge of the heterogeneous perspectives of civilians (i.e. of Sinhalese, Tamils and 

Muslims)) has been limited to spatial areas of the 'field' which I operated in, and thereby, it is not as 

comprehensivee and inclusive as I would have liked it to be. 

Ass far as the number of specific roles that I have experienced in the context of ' f ie ld ' activities, I find 

thatt it is sufficient in order to represent an understanding of certain (important) roles, which paramilitaries play 

inn the 'cultural construction' of political violence (i.e. in the two major theatres of conflict in Sri Lanka). With 

regardd to argument number three - I agree that in a conflict situation, that the practitioner will exclude many 
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possiblee relationships (i.e. those who hold opposing points of view). However, in my case, I have been able to 

sides-stepp at least some of these contradictions, especially vis-a-vis Tamil paramilitaries from disparate groups. 

Thiss is specifically because of my rather peculiar situation, of being an 'insider' as far as the overall Tamil 

'nationall  liberation movement' (now defunct due to its high-jacking by the LTTE) is concerned, but still being 

ann 'outsider' due to my 'ethnic' orientation (i.e. as a member of the Sinhala community). My 'in-between' 

characterr firstly made me a curiosity, a novelty, and later when my (genuine) commitment was 'proved', 

accesss to very special relationships became commonplace. I have had difficulties however in dealing with 

servingg members of the LTTE, however, as compensation I have had good contacts with several ex-members 

whoo held high rank. As far as Sinhala paramilitaries (i.e. in particular from the JVP) ae concerned it has not 

beenn so clear-cut. However, given that my political culture and orientation has common roots with that of the 

JVPP activism of the late 1960s and early 1970s, I have been able on occasions to have good dialogues (which 

includee confidential details). 

Anotherr plus point over an 'outsider-researcher' is my familiarity with historical events and characters 

which/whoo played important roles in the landscape of political violence. Therefore, I have had a greater ability 

inn discerning occasions where my leg was being pulled, a common enough phenomenon among some 

paramilitaries,, who have a penchant for narrative fictions and tall stories. Furthermore, my network of contacts 

builtt up over the years, enables me to have recourse, in verifying a contentious 'story' {i.e. others who might 

havee been present or who are more serious-minded). As far as what conclusions can be published, any 

researcherr ('insider' or 'outsider', ethnographer or not) involved with the study of political violence has ethical 

responsibilities,responsibilities, which ensures self-censorship, especially with regard to the protection ofpersonae dramatis. 

Truee enough this is a 'research problem' but given the character and contexts of such research it is 

unavoidable. unavoidable. 

Withh regard to argument number four - again, in my case, I do not have to worry about the need for 
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goodd practice, now that I am living overseas and removed from the immediate environment of situated 

practicess of political violence. Therefore, the questions raised by Hammersley here ae inconsequential. Apart 

fromm these aspects of writing an autobiographical ethnographic text, the combined framework of my approach 

togetherr with my close involvement and the estrangement of exile, has proved to be very helpful- not only to 

bringg out, contextualise and make alive the research material, but also to identify weaknesses in my approach 

orr areas that I might otherwise have overlooked (due to a closeness or over-familiarity with research material). 

Itt also became evident to me in the process, that writing is an integral part of ethnographic research (both on 

andd off the Held) (Clifford and Marcus 1986:2). The use of autobiographical material in my text provides 

authenticityy and authority. Atkinson makes the following observation in relation to this point. 

Theree is a close relationship between 'authenticity'...and the authority of the account- and 
hencee of the author. Authenticity is warranted by virtue of the ethnographer's own firsthand 
attendancee and participation. It is therefore mirrored in the 'presence' of the reader in the 
actionn that is reproduced through the text. The ethnographer is a virtuoso - a witness of 
characterr and credibility. It is therefore important that 'eye-witness' evidence be presented 
whichh recapitulates that experience (Atkinson 1991:73). 

Authenticityy and authority are important elements for a researcher like myself, who hails from a Third World' 

societyy and who has to struggle to produce textual constructions that are 'acceptable' to the norms that are set 

by.. what Clifford and Marcus term, "the institutionalized forces of industrial capitalist society" (Clifford and 

Marcuss 1986:163). And even though my much of my writing stems from experience, which in turn helps to 

makee the text more 'life-like' (ethnographically speaking), I am still obliged to become a 'good' writer (in 

conformityy with prejudged norms and values) if I am to make any impact at all as a ' in many Western 

academicc circles. Writing this ethnographic text (the textual constructions of an 'insider'), has given me an 

opportunityy to challenge the status quo of Sri Lanka 'specialists' or 'experts' and a means to somewhat resist 

thee institutionalised orthodoxy of Western academic traditions. I acknowledge that there are of course 

differences,, contradictions and critiques between British social anthropologists, experience-oriented scholars 

(suchh as Okely and Callaway), and American postmodernist, deconstructionist, text-oriented scholars (e.g. 
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Marcus,, Cl i f ford and Fischer). However, controversial though it may appear, I am not concerned with siftine 

throughh these differences here which are largely a product of European and North American biases. I therefore 

restrictt myself to grafting what I think is useful for my purposes, irrespective o f the wider ramifications o f this 

stratagem.. In my perspectives on political violence in this text I have discussed issues which have not been 

focusedd on (in a similar fashion or detail) previously in Sri Lanka studies. However this is not an easy task, for 

ass Cli f ford notes: "(T)he textual embodiment o f authority is a recurring problem for contemporary experiments 

inn ethnography" (Clifford 1988:53). I have attempted to overcome some o f these problems by adopting a self-

reflexivee (autobiographical) turn, which speaks to the reader in the first person and contextualizes my authorial 

rolee by locating aspects o f my lived experiences and memory in the text (thereby making the 'participant 

observer'' visible). 

Inn the social sciences, poststructuralist writings are at the forefront o f criticisms of traditional thought 

forms.. In particular with regard to orthodox notions o f rationality, value judgements, and homogenised subject 

positionss and essentialised truths. Some scholars who are on the left (Merquior 1986, Callinicos 1989) and 

rightt (Sangren 1988) o f the politica! spectrum have in turn critiqued poststructuralist insights. Notwithstanding 

thatt through the use o f poststructuralist theories I have been able to represent micro and marginal phenomena 

surroundingg political violence (e.g. the role of the body), which have been more or less overlooked by 

exponentss o f classical macro social theory. This has enabled me to valorise differences, pluralities, and 

heterogeneitiess vis-a-vis the conflicts and political violence, also aspects which were often suppressed by the 

grandd theories o f the past (Best and Kellner 1991:259). At the same time I have avoided being trapped into 

discussionn of "an endless dispersal o f the subject" (McNay 1992:193) and have instead concentrated on 

multiplee subject positions. Further, I have not indulged in the "celebration o f heterogeneity qua heterogeneity" 

(Ibid).. On the contrary, I have stressed the importance o f exploring the heterogeneity o f social 'realities' in the 

contextss of political violence and conflict - precisely because, in such situations, the polarisations that take 
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placee demand that 'truth' be essentialised and simplified along the lines o f enlightenment rationality. In other 

words,, into good versus bad, just versus unjust (transposed for example into state versus 'terrorists'), together 

withh the construction of value judgements and stereotypical enemy images o f the 'other'. A detailed 

explorationn o f heterogeneity in such contexts, is very clearly in opposition to the grand narratives o f the day, 

andd help towards identifying and unravelling popular myths, misconceptions, biases, political justifications, 

stereotypes,, banded-down opinions and received 'wisdoms'. In other words, contrary to the assumptions o f the 

critics,, I find that through the use o f poststructuralist perspectives I am able to expose, for example, 

oppressionss and denials o f freedom that take place, which can serve as an initial basis for emancipatory 

politicall agendas. 

Myy present research then involves re-coding, decoding, explaining bases o f collective orders and 

diversities,, as well as inclusions, exclusions, and 'in-betweens' that take place in the context o f political 

violence.. The term 'in-between' refers to 'between-ness', which has been developed by Homi K. Bhabha in 

thee context o f margins and minorities (Bhabha 1990:302-308). The autobiographical anecdotes of an ' in-

between'' character (i.e. a Sinhalese paramilitary among Tamil paramilitary groups), presented in this 

ethnographicc text, illustrate this 'in-between-ness'. which blurs perceived political, 'ethnic', and cultural 

boundaries.. Another example o f this blurring that takes place involves the testimonies o f a number of Musl im 

youthh (especially from the eastern province), who were members of the LTTE. I have had the opportunity to 

intervieww a couple o f these ' in-between' characters and record their narratives. Apparently, the thrill o f 

carryingg weapons and conducting military operations, was one o ff the key factors that attracted Musl im youths 

too enlist with the LTTE. Following the Kattankudi and other massacres of Muslims by the LTTE, many o f 

thesee young recruits deserted en masse. Initially the knowledge o f these attacks was withheld from these 

Muslimm cadres, but subsequently when the 'cat was out of the bag', many were imprisoned, tortured and 

executedd upon instructions from the LTTE hierarchy. Here is another example o f the ambiguity, spread and 
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influencee o f cultural constructions of political violence (i.e. over sections o f a community, which is 

unconnectedd to the exclusivist and separatist aspirations of the LTTE). In the case o f these Muslims youth, 

evenn ideological or religious affinities were irrelevant at the point o f mobilisation. In relation to the field o f 

research,, James Cli f ford and George Marcus note that, 

ethnographyy is an emergent interdisciplinary phenomenon. Its authority and rhetoric have 
spreadd to many fields where "culture" is a newly problematic object o f description and 
critiquee (Cli f ford and Marcus 1986:3). 

Thiss is very much the case vis-a-vis what I problematise and analyse as 'cultural constructions o f political 

violence'.. The heterogeneity of phenomena, which I deal with, necessitates an approach, that is open and 

flexiblee enough to cope with exigencies posed by its complex, fluctuating and ever-shifting boundaries. While 

theree is no 'perfect* theoretical solution available, I find the accommodating stance o f poststructuralist thinking 

moree comfortable and suited to my needs, rather than one o f the structured, grid-like, top down approaches 

adoptedd by more conventional social scientists (e.g. the structural approach o f Galtung). Despite material, 

culturall and historical specificities o f any given situation of conflict and political violence, the applicability o f 

myy approach is not confined to the case o f Sri Lanka. It is a helpful step in a learning process, towards 

understandingg at least some o f the dynamics and problematics involved in relation to political violence. 

Thereforee in my opinion it a suitable approach to adopt in the analyses o f other comparable conflicts. An 

applicationn o f such an approach must consistently interrogate heterogeneous (or multivocal) representations o f 

formationss o f political violence, so that one-sided representations of social 'realities' can be avoided. 

Understandingg such multiple realities, heterogeneities, complexities and 'ambivalences', which are involved 

whenn analysing situations o f political violence and conflict, is o f vital importance to: 

 Multilateral agencies (e.g. United Nations, European Union, Organisation forSecurity and Co-operation in 

Europe). . 

 Human rights bodies (e.g. Amnesty International, Internationa! Alert, Asia Watch. International 
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Commissionn of Jurists) 

 Humanitarian aid agencies (e.g. Oxfam, Novib, Norad, Quaker Peace and Service, Médecins Sans 

Frontières). . 

Thesee international bodies are all involved in multifarious tasks, from peacekeeping operations to safeguarding 

humann rights, to conflict resolution to delivering food aid and medicines. According to a CNN (International) 

worldd news report on 8th October !993, in this post-Cold War era, the UN has more then 80.000 peacekeepers 

inn fourteen separate locations of political conflict. BBC World Service news reported on 9th October 1993 that 

moree than two and a half million people would have to depend on humanitarian aid the winter of 1993 in 

Bosnia-Hercegovina.. Given the many conflicts that emerged or continues to fester in the aftermath of the Cold 

War,, researchers, professionals, concerned persons and readers alike must come to terms with growing 

problemss of political violence. We are being constantly bombarded with snippets of information in the form of 

soundd bites by the media industry, about conflicts and political violence here, there and everywhere. It is 

almostt impossible for laymen/women and even so called experts, to keep track of events, in what appear to be 

warss that seem to proliferate and take place in remote, and unpronounceable regions of the globe. In order to 

sett 'the1 record straight and to argue for comprehensive research agendas in order to tackle these problems. I 

includee a (somewhat arbitrary) list and brief resume of the following regions, which warrant attention^, even if 

itt only because of the appallingly high costs in terms of human life and property (perceived in certain 

opinionatedd circles to be a very standard and even hackneyed argument). 

 The once unitary state of Yugoslavia - civil war between Serbs, Croats and Muslims in Bosnia-

HercegovinaHercegovina and Croatia, and in Kosovo between the Serbs and native Albanians, in the Balkans^ 

~~ This does not mean there are no other regions or conflicts that warrant attention. The list presented here is 
onlyy the tip of the iceberg. 

JJ The Balkans is situated in a peninsula in southeast Europe, which is bounded by the Adriatic, Aegean, and 
Blackk Seas. 
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(Glennvv 1992, Gutman 1993). 

 The fractured state ofSomalia 'm the Horn of Africa - political violence and conflicts between supporters 

off Somali 'warlords' and United Nations peacekeeping forces on the one hand and intra-clan warfare on 

thee other (MohamoLid 1992, 1993a, 1993b, Samatar forthcoming). 

 Liberia - political violence and conflicts between National Patriotic Front o f Liberia (NPFL) insurgents 

andd ECOMOG West African peacekeeping forces attached to the ECOWAS. 

aa Angola - civil war between forces o f the elected government of Angola and UNITA insurgents, also on the 

westt coast of Afr ica4 . 

.. Kurdistan - political violence and conflicts between a number o f disparate Kurdish nationalist movements. 

forr example the PKK, and Turkish and Iraqi government forces, in the mountainous region situated in 

partss of east Turkey, north Iraq, north west Iran, north east Syria and south west Russia? (Bulloch and 

Morriss 1993, Chaliand 1993, van Bruinessen 1992, Laizer 1991). 

 East Timor political violence and conflict between invading Indonesian government forces and FRETIL IN 

44 On the BBC World Service radio programme "The World Today" (16th September 1993), correspondent 

Michaell Cochrane remarked that in Angola "horrific atrocities take place very casually every day". In the 

samee context, Margaret Amstead the United Nations (UN) Special Envoy to Angola, who is in charge o f 

overseeingg a peace settlement and cessation o f hostilities between the M P L A government and UNITA, said 

thatt at this moment more than "a thousand people were dying every day", and that Angola was "a 

humanitariann tragedy o f incalculable proportions". A further BBC World Service radio report on "News Hour" 

(27thh September 1993) called the conflict in Angola as "the worlds worst war", and "a war without witnesses". 

Thee reporter also stated that. "Indeed conditions in the besieged town o f Kuito are said to be so bad that 

survivorss are eating the dead". 

^^ According to John Bulloch and Harvey Morris, the estimated Kurdish population amounts to 17,110,000. O f 

thiss amount. 9 mill ion (20% o f total) are in Turkey, 4 mill ion ( 1 1 % o f total) are in Iran. 3 mil l ion (23% of 

total)) are in Iraq, 750,000 (8% of total) are in Syria, 300,000 in Russia, and 60,000 in Lebanoi (Bulloch and 

Morriss 1993). "The vast Kurdish homeland consists o f about 20.000 square miles o f territory" (Izady 1992:1). 

Manyy of the disparate Kurdish Nationalist movements like the PKK. are involved in political conflicts towards 

thee establishment o f autonomous Kurdish regions, with ' the' ideal being o f course an eventual Kurdish 

homeland. . 
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nationalistt guerrillas, in the eastern region of an island in the southern Malaya Archipelago, between the 

Indiann and Pacific Oceans (Kohen and Taylor 1979, Retbol 1980). 

 The newly formed states of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS - which were part of the former 

USSR),, for example in: 

.. Azerbaijan (i.e. in relation to the breakaway Armenian enclave of Nagorniy Karabakh) - political 

violencee and conflict between Armenian and Azerbaijani forces, in an area between the Black Sea and the 

Caspiann Sea (The Economic Intelligence Unit 1992:70-76, International Alert 1993e, Atabaki 1993). 

 Tadjikistan - political violence and conflict between Tadjik state forces and Tadjik/Afghan rebels, near 

thee southern border with Afghanistan, and between feuding Tadjik political factions (i.e. in and around the 

capitall  Dushanbe between former communists and Islamic Renaissance Party-IRP supporters), in Central 

Asiaa (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 1992:76-77; Economic Review 1993:104-105). 

.. Abkhazia and Osseiia - political violence and conflicts - between Georgian state forces and Abkhaz 

separatistt rebels; and in the Georgian region of South Ossetia, between Georgian state forces and Ossetian 

rebelss (demanding unification between North and South Ossetia); and in North Ossetia between North 

Ossetiann forces and Ingushetian forces; in the north Caucasus6 (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 

1992:62-76;; International Alert, 1993a; 1993b; 1993c). 

.. Chechnya - political violence and conflict between Chechen forces and Russian forces in the north 

Caucasus,, which has its northern border with Russia, southern border with Georgia, western border with 

Northh Ossetia, and eastern border with Daghestam7 (International Alert 1992a). 

Myy argument then is for more comprehensive understandings of cultural factors, which underlie violent 

66 A mountain range between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea. 

77 Chechen relations with neighboring Daghestan have always been close...Daghestan would in many respects 
bee a logical partner for the Chechens in a North Caucasian Federation. Daghestan is in some respects the 
centree of Islam in the North Caucasus. The population includes ten major and several minor indigenous 
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actions,, in regions and spaces of the globe that are torn apart by political conflicts and strife. It is only then that 

theree can be more comprehensive understandings of political violence and its agents, and the processes 

involved.. Here, ethnographers and anthropologists could play a greater role in gathering knowledge from the 

field,, and one that is not tainted with suspicion and disrepute, as during the Vietnam War. Maybesuch a step is 

inn the right direction and a necessary component of the contemporary postCoId War era, where we can see the 

Unitedd Nations charging across the globe in chaotic efforts to stem the tides of war and political conflict. At 

thee first instance, this approach could help towards the possible aversion of blundering tragedies and other 

misadventuress faced by erstwhile peacekeepers, in places like Somalia (i.e. the American-led UN debacle) or 

Srii Lanka (i.e the Indian Peace Keeping Force's fiasco). On the long term however, such an approach could 

bee a major aid towards policies of reconciliation and rehabilitation- especially in processes of re-integrating 

erstwhilee combatants into civil society. 

nationalities.. Nearly 57.877 Chechens were counted in Daghestan in 1989 (International Alert 1992a: 13). 
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